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Preface 

Academician Emil Q. Javier 

President, National Academy of Science and Technology 
(NAST) Philippines 

"Science communication is more than translating 
science into Pihpino or into layman s language for layman :~ 

language is nor always the mos/ appeali11g to the layman. Neither 
does science communication mean trun.~j(Jrming research 
findings into comics f01~ in general, science is not.funny." 

The preceding quote came from National Scientist Gel ia 
T. Castillo, an eminent social scientist, who served as convenor 
of the Symposium and Workshop for Science Communicators 
on Nurturing Science Culture on September 2. :mos. Indeed, 
science communication is not simply reporting research findings . 
It should be able to show its significance to human life and well 
being and serve a human purpose. 

This publication highlights the challenges of developing 
science culture and excellence in science communication with 
insights shared by distinguished thinkers and experienced science 
communicators. 

l believe that this is the oppo1tunity we have been waiting 
for: bringing forward the cha I lenges that the Phi Ii ppine science 
community faces and working hand in hand with the media 
practitioners who have proven , time and again, their power to 
influence attitudes, practices, and even mindsets of the populace. 

(y@.J~ 
ACADEMICIAN EMIL Q. JAVIER 
President 
National Academy of Science 
and Technology Philippines 



Welcome Remarks 

Academician Perla D. Santos Ocampo 

President. National Academy of Science and Technology 
(NAST) Philippines 

Good morning. 

Dear friends from media, you are always special in our 
fora, but today. yo u take center stage. the science community, 
led by our grac ious Secretary. Dr. Estrella Fagela Alabastro, our 
Keynote Speaker, Acaclem ic ian Father B ienven ido F. Nebres, S .J. 
for whom l ha Ye the hi ghe st admiration. the Board of .I uc\ges of 
the NAST Outst<1nding Science Communicator Award chaired 
by National Scientist Geli<t T Castillo , co-chaired by Dr. 
Fiorangel Rosario-Braid. 

The effects of mass media on human lives c:111not be 
underestimated. From the moment we wake up in the morning 
up to the time we go to bed at night. we are subjected to different 
kinds l)f media a long with the messages they carry. 

Russel l Madden in hi s article entitled. Media Effects and 
Politics. defines nrnss mecli;i as the a\ enues fo r messages that 
are created for consumption by large number of people. He points 
out that. these "message consumers" are physically separated 
from one another, and are diverse in terms of their interests. va lues 
and l)ther demographical charncteri,;tics. 

Haircing Li of Michigan State University, simplifi es the 
definition further by defining mass media as the ·'communicati on 
vehic les,'· to include newspapers. magazines. radio, tekvision. 
b illboard ~. direct mail. and the Internet. 

There are several definitions of mass med ia - I shall 
not venture into these at rhis time. 



For us in the science community. it is wo11hy to note that 
mass media and science and technology cannot ever be separated . 
They constitute a dyad with a soc io logica lly significant 
relationship. In less than a century, the advancements in science 
and technology have contributed tremendously to the development 
of mass media, while mass media has transmitted the benefits or 
products of science and technology to the pub I ic . Both sc ience 
and media have responsibilities to the public. But many difficult 
questions continue to arise. The public turns to sc ience for answers 
on difficult issues. Cutting-edge sc ientifi c research ofte n does 
not readily provide clean answers and raises 111ore and mon; ethical 
issues. Hence, we must increase the interaction between the 
scientific community and media . 

In a way. media d isscminates in formation easily. with 
less cost on both the sender and the receiver. Armed with tools 
such as the telephone, internet, printers. radio. and telev ision. 
mass media provides in for 111 ati on sources that are. if not free. 
cheap and eas ily accessed . Through these modalities. people have 
more opportunities 10 be informed of the latest hilppen ing:s i11 the 
country and around the >vorld. However. media does not ol'tc:n 
give sc ience and technology the e:xrosurc it need s: on the other 
hand, most sc ienti sts. in the c:xcitemrnt ofa new discovery. forget 
to announce or share the ir ac hievements or are unable to do so. 
Because of this. Matthew Arnold ( 1822-1888) as early as the 
19'11 century deplored in hi s artic le on the Literary [nfluence of 
Academies, '' the absence in this country of any force of educated 
literacy and scientific opinion .'' 

Well. times are surprisingly changing. There is Kelvin 
Kelley, who in his Essays on Science has pointed out that there is 
a third culture emerging. precipitated hy computers. a culture 
which is definitely an offspr ing of sc ience. It mily be a pop 
culture based on techn ology and is sometimes called the '' nerd 
culture." Why') Because s1.:ientists arc greatly known as nerds. 
Nerds I ike Einstein now grace the c1.wer of Time and News\\'cck 
as Man of the Year. There are now scientists-heroes in 1mwies 
and television. This populari zation is mostly bClsed on technology. 
not rigoro us science: it is what we would define as creativity. not 
O:<lctly creation of knowledge or rursuit of truth. It helps and is 
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the hope of the National Academy of Science and Technology 
(NAST), that media will now discover that "cool" nerds and 
"cool" scientists can "sell". We are, optimistically expecting that 
in the process, we will be able to disseminate the fruits of science 
to the people, more swiftly and effectively. Access to scientific 
information has always been a great need, a huge craving not 
only by the science community but by the general public. And 
we are desperately looking for solutions. 

To address this growing concern, the National Academy 
of Science and Technology (NAST), Philippine launched an award 
entitled "Outstanding Science Communicator Award" for media 
almost two years ago. In its early format, this award aimed to 
(I) honor annually a journalist who writes or presents the most 
outstanding works on a significant S&T development in a given 
period; (2) recognize the special role ofS&T journalism in the 
development of a science culture in the Philippines ; and (3) 
strengthen the Academy's partnership with mass media institutions 
in the dissemination of popular knowledge about science and 
technology in the country. This workshop is envisioned to modify 
or add further inputs to these objectives and identify strategies to 
achieve closer and better interaction between media and the 
scientific community. 

The very first winner of the said award, Mr. Zac B. Sari an 
of the Manila Bulletin has lent prestige to the award and is here 
with us today to share his views as a practitioner in the field of 
print media. 

Today, we at the Academy, in cooperation with the Asian 
Institute of Journalism and Communications (AlJC), the 
Philippine Science Journalists Association (PScijourn) and the 
United Laboratories, Inc., are here to welcome you to this 
symposium and workshop entitled Nurturing Science Culture. 
This event is an offshoot of the discussions of the Board of Judges 
of the Outstanding Science Communicator Award headed by no 
other than our highly respected National Scientist Gelia T. Casti I lo 
and Dr. Florangel Rosario-Braid. a dear friend from early 
childhood, Mr. Angelo 8 . Palmones and Ms. Betty Lou S. Pei'iera. 
I wish to thank you for your commitment to this task and apologize 
for th is additional burden to your already heavy res pons i bi I ities. 
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Hopefully, this will culminate in the formulation of updated 
policies/guidelines on science communication and criter ia for 
judging for the Outstanding Science Communicator Award, which 
our benefactor and most outstanding Filipino drug manufacturer 
UNI LAB has pledged to support in perpetuity. 

Ladies, gent lemen and fellow workers in strengthening 
and nurturing science culture in the country. welcome. 

Maraming salamat po. 
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The Challenge of Developing 
Science Culture 
in the Philippines 1 

Bienvenido F. Nebres, S.J. and 
Anna Miren G. Intal2 

Introduction 

The results of the Thi rd International Mathematics and 
Science Study are a wake up call for the country. The average 
score in mathematics ofFilipino students is only 77% of the Thai 
students· average score and 63% of the Singaporean students ' 
average score . Likewise, the average score in science of Fi lipino 
students is only 76% of the Thai students ' average score and 
67% of the Si ngaporean students ' average score. Of the six East 
Asian countries in the Study. four are in the top four, Thailand 
lies in the middle while the Philippines is very much at the rear. 
Considering that the country's human resources in science and 
engineering are important for the growth of the economy over 
the long run in an increasingly techno logy-driven world , our 
country's pol icy makers and academics shou ld stop and ponder 
on the reasons and implications of the country 's very poor 
performance in science and mathematics. 

1 Th is paper draws substantially from the results of the Roundtable Discussion 
on Science Culture held on August 7, 1998 at the Ateneo de Manila University 
as a preparatory activity of the National Congress on Science and Mathematics 
Education . Apart from the two authors, the participants of the Roundtable 
Discussion were: Salvacion Angtuaco, Jose Balmaceda , Ma. Cynthia Rose 
Bautista . Assunta Cuyegkeng . Emilie Endaya , Ma . Luisa Enriquez. Severino 
Gervacio . Milagros lbe , Carmen Kanap i, Patricia Licuanan , Jose 
Marasigan , Ester Ogen a, Cristina Padolina , Vicenta Reyes, Gilda Rivero , and 
Cathy Vistro-Yu . We would like to thank the participants of the Roundtable 
Discussion for sharing their ideas which have served as basis for this paper. 

2 President and Professor of Psychology. respectively, Ateneo de Manila 
University, Loyola Heights. Quezon City. 
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The country's poor performance in the Third International 
Mathematics and Science Study indicates the poor state of science 
and mathematics education in our country and the low priority 
that Philippine policy makers and society give to science and 
scientists. More fundamentally, it reflects the lack of science 
culture in the country. To develop a science culture in the country, 
however, requires multi-layered initiatives: interventions from the 
top policy makers, supportive markets in the private sector, 
changes in educational policies and programs and even changes 
in society's cultural practices and norms. Precisely because of 
the wide ranging and deep seated changes that are needed, 
developing a science culture in the country can be expected to be 
a long and not easy process. Nevertheless, the process can be 
accelerated and it is best to start doing the reform efforts now. 

In Search of Science Culture 

There are a number of characteristics that describe a 
science culture. The fol lowing can be considered among the most 
important empirically-based and systematic knowledge generation, 
research, attention to detail , precision, emphasis on measurement 
and quantification, accurate written records, a problem solving 
approach to things, persistence, striving for excellence, fol lowing 
of systems and rules, an emphasis on facts rather than opinion. 
curiosity and observation, creativity, tolerance or openness to new 
ideas, rigor, discipline, honesty. and objectivity. Science cu lture 
can be expected to be most vibrant in educationa l institutions. The 
greatest proportion of the scientific community will likely be in 
educational institutions but a strong presence of the scientific 
community in research institutions and the private sector gives 
strong impetus for. and is indicative of, the development of science 
culture in a society. Indeed, the larger society plays a key role in 
nurturing science culture through the influences of cu ltural norms 
and expectations, reward systems and socia l behavior. A society 
with a strong science culture looks highly at its scient ists, 
mathematicians and engineers who play an important part in the 
growth of the economy. This economy likely relies on research 
and technology development as an important basis for its 
international competitiveness in exports. 
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Clearly, the Philippines is still a very long way from the 

ideal of having a strong science culture. In many ways, we are 
still a traditional society that adjusts to its environment rather 
than processes it. Indeed, a number of our cultural characteristics 
are inconsistent with the nurturing of science culture (see 
Licuanan 1998a and l 998b.) As Licuanan points out, curiosity 
and observation:, \Vhich are important precursors of scientific 
discovery, are not encouraged in the average Philippine home 
and school. A child who asks a lot of questions is often labeled 
"makulit" and tends to be brushed aside. Similarly, teachers prefer 
well-behaved pupils and tend to consider pupils who ask a lot of 
questions as "pilosopo" and possibly as nuisance. Children are 
often taught that the answers to questions and problems are found 
in people of authority (e.g., parents, teachers) and books . While 
children are trained to be keenly aware of their social environment 
particularly with respect to the nuances of social relations and 
people's feelings , observation of the physical and natural 
environment and information gathering are not emphasized at 
home or in school. In general, the Filipino child is not trained to 
be rigorous, disciplined, persevering and aiming for high standards 
of performance because the Philippine home is characterized by 
"high nurturance, low independence training and low discipline" 
(Licuanan 1998b, p. 147). 

While the average Filipino home does not inculcate in 
children traits that are supportive of an objective and scientific 
way of viewing the world, the average school and the larger society 
do not nurture science-oriented students either. Science is taught 
in the elementary grades primarily as absorption of information 
from textbooks. There is little emphasis on observation, 
information gathering, or sense of discovery. At the tertiary level, 
the introductory science courses do not serve tu recruit students 
ir.to science careers. Many schools have improperly trained 
tertiary level faculty handling science courses and who are 
ineffective in the teaching of science concepts and thus fail to 
make students appreciate science.3 Many times, there is a tendency 
to make science at the tertiary level so difficult such that students 

3 Pointed out by G. Rivero during the Roundtable Discussion . 



4 
do not feel a sense of success in such a discipline and therefore 
tend to shy away from it.4 Moreover, as yet there is no good 
system in the country that identifies, tracks, and s~1pports gifted 
children along their studies into science-related careers.5 While 
we do have science high schools, by and large the emphasis on 
science-orientation ends there with many of the science high school 
graduates pursuing careers in medicine, business, law, or other 
non-science-related professions. Much of this is a reflection of 
the poor employment and income potentials of science and 
mathematics graduates in the country. A science and mathematics 
career is just not rewarding in the Philippine context. 

Reform Challenges Toward Developing Science Culture in 
the Country 

It is apparent that we need to modify the incentive system, 
reform the educational system, and inculcate new traits in our 
children if we are to build a vibrant scientific community and 
science culture in the country. A number of measures that need to 
be taken are highlighted below: 

First, make science and mathematics highly rewarding 
careers. This is of course easier said than done. Nevertheless, 
this is fundamental to developing a strong scientific community 
and science culture. In some countries like France, Japan, and 
Singapo~e for instance, science, mathematics and engineering are 
highly respected careers because they are seen as mainstream 
careers to ge t to the top, including business and politics. lfyou 
look at the top leaders of France. many come from the Ecole 
Polytechnique which is a very high level sc ience and engineering 
school. The same is true of Japan. In Singapore, getting a BS 
Math is a usual path to becoming a top banker. This tradition 
came f,·om the Chinese meritocracy, where to become a top civil 
servant in imperial China one needed to show excellence in 
Chinese classics and mathematics. In these countries, science, 
mathematics and engineering are highly valued by society, 

~ Pointed out by C. Padolina during the Roundtable Discussion . 

' Highlighted by M. lbe during the Roundtable Discussion. 
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rewarding those who go through them as they are stepping stones 
to getting to the top. 

Apart from the civil service, the job market in the private 
sector should be the major source of reward and incentive for 
sc ience and mathematics related careers. This is perhaps best 
ex em pl itied by Silicon Valley where some inventions have led to 
huge fortunes and there is a constant search fer new products or 
processes to provide the industrial or market edge. 

For the Philippines, the road to making science and 
mathematics highly rewarding careers can take some time, as it 
is dependent in part on the structure and dynamics of the Philippine 
economy. Nevertheless, there are concrete measures that can be 
unde1taken that can help hasten the process. We focus on three: 
namely. a strong policy statement in support of sci ence. 
mathematics and engineering; a refocusing of the civil service 
exams; and an indL1strial policy that increasingly relies on the 
contribution of science, mathematics, engineering and technology 
graduates. 

Despite growing suppo1t for science and technology in 
the government in recent years, it is impo1tant that there be a strong 
policy statement. preferably from the President himse lf. about the 
critical importance of science. mathematics. engineering and 
technology to the country 's economic future. Such a policy 
statement should encompass the government's vision on the rnle 
of science and engineering to the country's economic development 
and the major strategies to be pursued to implement such a vision. 
The importance of the policy statement lies in providing a rallying 
point for the bureaucracy to align government policies and programs 
to be suppo1tive o'.' the stated \·ision and strategies to harness 
effectively science and engineering for the country's development. 
Thus, for example. the civi I service e:\a minatio1~s can be refocused 
to serve more as a sieve for taient similar to the practice in Chinese 
meritocracy. To this effect. the weight given to science and 
mathematics in the e:\aminations can be increased relative to 
historical facts and related areas. 

in addition to opening up the civil service to more people 
who have a better understanding of science. mathematics and 
engineering, the government can redirect industria l policy to be 
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supportive of science and engineering by encouraging the growth 
of science and engineering based industries in the country. In 
recent years, the country has been able to attract foreign 
investments in export oriented industries that use comparatively 
more engineers, e.g., the semiconductor industry. Nevertheless, 
this is primarily in the assembly stage. The country will need to 
encourage more investments in the more upstream stages of the 
industry (which tend to be more reliant on scientists and higher 
level engineers) if it wants to increase significantly the demand 
for scientists and research engineers in the country. There is, 
however, some symbiosis between the number of scientists and 
engineers and other highly skilled workers in a country and the 
extent to which the country relies on science and engineering 
based industries for the international competitiveness of its 
exports. lt is not surprising that developed countries tend to be 
more competitive in science and engineering based industries 
because they have a larger supply of scientists and engineers and 
there are support institutions and industries that have been built 
up over the years. In contrast, the supply of scientists and high 
level engineers is scarce and the needed support industries are 
not in place in the Philippines. Thus, it will take time for the 
Philippines to become competitive in science and engineering 
based industries. Nevertheless, the time to stai1 mobilizing in 
this direction is now. 

Reengineer the system infrastructure for science and 
mathematics education. For example, at the elementary level, 
science is taught mainly as absorption of textbook information 
because there are no laboratories or facilities that can show to 
the pupils the workings of science principles. Moreover, many 
elementary and secondary level science textbooks are poorly 
prepared that even mere absorption of information is not 
accomplished effectively. 0 A good avenue for instilling a sense 
of discovery in young children is through the setting up of a 
system of decentralized "science centrums" in the country with 
each one servicing a cluster of elementary and even high schools 
in a province. Through a well coordinated program of lectures 

6 Pointed out by G. Rivero during the Roundtable Discussion . 
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and small experiments in their own classrooms and regular visits 
to the science centrums for the more " instrument-intens ive" 
experiments or demonstrations, young students may become more 
excited about the wonders of science and the logic of mathematics. 

The science centrums can also be the repository of science 
programs in tapes that can be shown to the students during their 
regular visits or distributed to the schools where appropriate 
audiovisual facilities are available. Indeed, given the proliferation 
of sc ience tapes and the experience of many countries in making 
science museums " fun places" to visit, it is almost scandalous 
that we still teach science as a subject primarily for memorization . 
This is all the more so because a good basic science and 
mathematics education can greatly contribute to instilling 
important traits, skills, and values in children like creativity in a 
disciplined way, keen observation of the physical and natural 
environment, precision, rigor, persistence, critical thinking and a 
scientific way of looking at the world .7 

Of course, this calls for budgetary resources . Clearly, 
we cannot afford the construction of elaborate science museums 
similar to those that we visit in developed countries. Nevertheless, 
we can start modestly in a few areas, especially where the local 
government officials ai·e enthusiastic about sc i~nce and technology 
so that they can co-finance with the national government the 
construction of such "science centrums." The private sector can 
also be tapped. The social benefits to the society of having a 
system of decentralized "science centrums" as teaching and 
learning resource centers in the country, which will become 
catalyst for the refocus ing of basic science and mathematics 
education in the country, are great so much so that it is eve,1 
worthwhile to forego some infrastructure projects or use official 
development assistance. What we are highlighting here is that 
the "budget problem" is a bit of a chimera. The real challenge is 

7 The developmenttlf a system of science centrums that will serve to gc11erate 
interest in science among our youth requ ires corcilary changes in the science 
curriculum. methods and .11aterials in the elementary and high schools. An 
entire session in the National Congress on Science and Mathematics 
Education is devoted to this , hence, it is not tackled here. 
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for u5 to make a convincing case for an appropriate prioritization 
of budgetary and foreign aid resources in the country to provide 
more funding to build the necessary support infrastructure for 
basic science and mathematics education in the country. 

The proposed reengineering of the approach to teaching 
basic science and mathematics education in the country has an 
important imp I ication on the qualifications of teachers of basic 
science and mathematics in the elementary and high school :> . 
Strong basic science and mathematics education require teachers 
\vho have deep foundations in sc ience and mathematics. This 
means that the teachers should have their baccalaureate degrees 
in science and mathematics or have joint education and science/ 
mathematics degrees.8 This calls for policy changes in the 
qualifications of basic math and science teachers as well as 
improving the incentives to teachers in basic science and 
mathematics education. We believe that this is as much an issue 
of values as it is of budgetary constraint. For instance, Japan has 
developed a value system wherein the highest paid in their salary 
structure are the grade school teachers fol lowed by the high school 
teachers. The college teachers on ly catch up by the time they get 
to the associate professor or full professor level. It is a different 
philosophy and point of view: a very high valuing by society of 
the education of the young. Given the need to radi.cally change 
our approach to basic science and mathematics education and, in 
conjunction with this, the need to develop and sustain well trained 
and well motivated science and mathematics teachers, it is 
important to institute a special salary track that will provide an 
appropriate "premium" or higher salary for qualified science and 
mathematics teachers in the elementary and high schools. 

Earlier we raised the point that we do not have as yet a 
good system of identifying, recognizing and supporting talented 
motivated students along their studies. Now that we have 
expanded the number of science high schools in the country, there 
is the challenge of ensuring that the graduates do not lose the 
intensity that they developed in high school simply because they 

8 Emphasized by E.Ogena during the Roundtable Discussion. 
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find college courses too easy. We need to further dt1iculate the 
vertical set up of the educational ladder so that there are no wasted 
efforts along the way.q Perhaps we can institute special ""honors .. 
programs in the universities so that the talented and motivated 
can be nurtured and at the same time challenged. This is where 
we can get some spin-off from the ESEP. The facilities and the 
faculty training that were Ltilliertaken under ESEP can contribute 
to the development of such "honors" programs. The challenge in 
such honors programs is that they need to have a strong link up 
with international resources. centers or universities so that the 
students and faculty have a better feel of the "'science l'rontier:· 
We need to take a close look at this and, perhaps togdher with 
the construction of the nationwide system of"science centrums'· 
for science t<:aching and appreciation. we can make a strong case 
for funding from the national government and official development 
assistance agencies. 

Reflecting on ESEP, it is clear that despite its successes, 
its long term benefits require follow up activities and programs 
to continue and deepen the process of institutional development 
in the sciences and engineering. Thus. ESEP must be a continuing 
program of the government for strengthening the manpower and 
institutional base of science and technology in the coun<ry Equally 
impo11ant is that there should be an implicit social contract in 
ESEP between the populace and the lead educational institutions 
that participated in the program. That is, ESEP was not solely a 
means to get facilities and faculty training. Lt was also a means 
of strengthening the leadership capabilities of the tertiary 
institutions in being able to help lesser endowed institutions not 
only at the tertiary level but also at the secondary levels. An 
example here is Ateneo's science and mathematics upgrading 
program with the Makati and Quezon City secondary school 
teachers .10 Perhaps more of these training programs can be 
undertaken by the better endowed universities· and ii' the process 

9 Emphasized by M. lbe during the Roundtable Discussion . 

10 Pointed out by S Angtuaco during the Roundtable Discussion. 
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contribute to the strengthening of science and mathematics 
education at the secondary level in the country. 

The universities will also have to institute changes in 
their structures and systems to promote science and technology. 
We refer here specifically to the promotion of a research culture 
especially at the graduate level. The universities would have to 
institute modifications in their incentive structure for research 
such that strong research programs can be encouraged and 
nurtured. In this regard, the system for thesis mentoring will have 
to be improved so that research groups consisting of professors 
and students working on a research area from which students 
derive their thesis can take root. With these changes, the research 
environment in the universities will improve and the still thin 
scientific community in the country will grow. It is important 
that the country's scientific community grow if we want science 
culture to develop in the country. This is because the scientific 
community provides the dynamo as well as sieve for new ideas 
in science and mathematics education in the country as well as 
the reference point and nurturing network for motivating students 
to forge ahead in science and high level engineering careers. 

Inculcate new traits and attitudes in support of 
developing science culture. The topic of att itudinal and cultural 
change is complex and we can only address it very briefly. \Ve 
have high I ighted earlier that there are characteristics and practices 
in Philippine culture that do 1JJt nurture a scientific or ientation. 
Nevertheless, these are not immutab le . Indeed, culture adapts to 
innovations and changes in :;ocicty. Moreover, there are also 
Fi lipino traits that can be han:essed in support of developing 
sc ience culture. Among these: are patience, which is essential in 
the pursuit of tedious experiments and research required of 
sc i-.:ntific work, the absence \lf strong prejudices which leads to 
openness to new ideas. a trait that is important for scientists. 
self-criticism. which is neces.;;ary in evaluatingone·s valtie '< and 
ideas. and pride of parents in their ch ildren whc11 the) e:\cc l i:1 
science and mathematics. 11 

----------·---
11 Pointed out by C. Padolina in he1 comments on an earlier d · a~. of 'i1e paper. 
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Many cultural traits and behaviors are developed at a 
young age . Thus, interventions in this area will have to be with 
chilclren . The preschool and grade school years can be harnessed 
in this regard. For example, one important weakness among 
Filipinos is lack of persist~nce . 12 Because you cannot always 
predict the problems that you wil I encounter nor can you always 
know when you will succeed, what is therefore important is to 
persevere, to just keep on going unti: you reach the goal . We can 
learn from the Japanese on this. Perseverance is a trait where the 
Japanese excel. This trait is developed early among Japanese 
children. For instance, in Japanese day care centers, a child is 
not allowed to do another thing until the child finishes the task 
given earlier or a child is not allowed to leave the table until the 
child finishes his/her food .13 Little things count a lot in shaping 
behavior and instilling traits. The preschool and grade school 
years are fertile ground for teaching children, as part of the 
curriculum, practices that can instill traits, skills and values that 
are supportive of science culture. 

Filipinos are curious and creative but they tend to lack 
thoroughness, discipline and focus. 14 The challenge to us therefore 
is combining creativity with discipline. The Japanese teaching 
approach is instructive here . Japanese classrooms are very 
disciplined but at the same time al so very creative in the way 
they let students come up with their own solutions and discuss 
their solutions. What would be a useful endeavor in the area of 
developing in our children traits and characteristics supportive 
of science culture is to invest in a bench marking effort . How do 
other societies around us, i.e., the successful East Asian countries, 
handle the elementary grades with respect to inculcating in 
children desirable traits, skills, and values? We can compare 
practices and see what practices we can adapt in our schools. We 
can especially focus on the way basic science and mathematics 
eduration are conducted in these countries as a good basic science 
and mathematics education can be the vehicle for instilling in 

12 Pointed out by S. Angtuaco during the Roundtable Discussion . 

IJ Discussed by C. Bautista during the Roundtable Discuss ion . 
14 Pointed out by A. Cuyegkeng du1 ing the Roundtable Discuss ion . 
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our children the traits and characteristics that lead to a scientific 
way of looking at the world. These traits include, among others, 
discipline, persistence, thoroughness, objectivity and respect for 
facts, keen observation of the physical and natural environment, 
and high regard for precision and measurement. 

One important area for attitudinal change with respect 
to the development of science and technology and science culture 
in the countiy is our regard for technicians. Technicians are critical 
for the development of science and technology in our country as 
science and technology cannot grow robustly without the technical 
people \vho can run and maintain the equipment in the 
laboratories. And yet we tend to look at technicians the way we 
look at chauffeurs and maids. We do not distinguish between a 
technician from a six months training course and someone who 
obtained a three year technician course from a good school. Part 
of the problem is that Philippine business tends to go for degrees 
so much so that our good technician~ go to multinationals or 
work abroad where they are valued more. The hi storical root of 
this problem is that the Philippines does not have a tradition of 
guilds or long apprenticeships. unlike in Europe or Japan for 
in stance. 

The 1echnician problem is not insurmountable though. It 
is likely that one 1najor reason for the image problem is that most 
technical schools are substandard with graduate~ who have littl e 
employable sk ii ls. The challenge is in fostering the cstabl ishme11t 
of a numbt r , d·e,ce l lent technical school s. strongl y I inked with 
industry. whici·, '"i ll provide a different face of technicians to 
st1ciety. Thcr•c is also need for better certification systems so 
that people \1' i i I have greater confidence in the degree of expertise 
ofcertified rc>: linicians. At the same time, it is impo11ant that our 
engineering d:>[ree programs, which are chalk ancl ialk degrc<>s 
iii many pl::l c~:<.; . put in more actual W'Ji"I~ with mar;hines as part 
of degree we;' l . . These changes. i11 tandem with incrc.:s in g: foreign 
direct in ve :i " :( nts in the country (as foreign firn1 ~; tend to value 
we ll tra ined •c·c hnicians) are likely to improve the regard that 
Phi lippinc -;, ,. 1ety gives to our technicians and ti :e tc-:hnical c1reer 
tra·::: k. 
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Concluding Remarks 

The discussion above seems to indicate that the \vay -
forward is a daunting one. Much reengineering needs to be done 
with our educational system and the civil service, two institutions 
that are particularly difficult to change. 15 The government 's 
industrial and investment policies will also need to be redirected. 
But there is no need to despair. Given the increasingly science 
and technology driven world , the government and the country 
will have no choice but to increasingly rely in the future on the 
country 's science and technology institutions and manpower. 

Because the process of institution building and culture 
change is a long one, it is important that we start now even if 
on ly with sma ll steps. If, for example, DECS cannot be moved 
simply because it is a huge bureaucracy. a few educational 
institutions working with the Science Education Institute can set 
the example. Or a few local government units and private 
businesses can be engaged to support innovations in basic science 
and mathematics education. But we feel that the real problem is 
that first. the vision and the way forward have not been clear ly 
spelled out and second_. the political wil l has been lacking. Only 
when these have been addressed can the country move forward 
more confidently. We, the authors, and the participants of the 
Round Table Discussion on Science Culture. hope that what have 
we presented to you can contribute to the shaping of the vision 
and way forward for science culture in the country. 

References: 
Licuanan, P.B. (August I 998a). In search of a scientific culture: 
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Licuanan , P.B. (September I 998b). In search of a scientific 
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15 Pointed out by C. Padolina during the Roundtable Discussion. 
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Defining Excellence in 
Science Communication: 
A Concept Note 

Gclia T. Castillo, Ph.D. 
National Scientist and Academician 
National Academy of Science and Technology 

Science and Its Human Purpose 

·'Science must serv'e a human purpose" se< ms such a 
straightforward statement but in practice, such questions as: "what 
purpose ' and "whose purpose" do not have simple answers. 
Science, therefore, is an unending quest for ways to: 

know more about the unknown ; 
under stand more about the complex and 
in comprehensible: 
solve problems that beset hL11nanity in an increasingly 
borderless world; 
address the human conditions of those who have less 
in life: 
create new biophysical possibilities and better social 
and economic oppo11unities; and 
bring about sust~inability, peace and human security 
in our common future. 

Science enables us to " learn from the past" and "learn 
for the future ." With the issue of sustainability in the use ofour 
natural resources and the call for ~hanges in lifestyles, we need 
socia I ly viable institutions which will govern our relationship to 
each other as individuals, communities, and countries. These two 
types of learning help us respond to the unprecedented challenges 
to human capability. An example of such a diallenge is the report 
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of the recently released Millennium Ecosystem Assessment Board 
which says that "approximately 60 percent of the ecosystem 
services that support life on earth - such as fresh water capture 
fisheries, air and water regulation, and the regulation of regional 

climate, natural hazards and pests-are being degraded or used 
unsustainably." These global findings certainly have their 
parallels in our national setting and they are as grim, if not 
grimmer. 

Science has a very distinctive set of values which can 
provide the ethical compass for the \vay we live our lives. the 
way we relate to nature and to each other. The ethics of science 
are well-established and the norms are, in general, adhered to in 
practice even if the practicing ethics of individual scientists may 
not always be in absolute conformity. Science is supposed to be 
objective : intellectually h<)flCsl. open. unive rsal, verifiable, gives 
credit where credit is clue. and recognizes the value of 
collaborating with others even as scientists strive for individual 
excellence. Because of these characteristics, sc ience is often 
regarded as " the most of all human activity .. and " the human 
activity which most unites man ... Radford ( 1997) in an article 
entitled: ' ' Wh y sc ientists do not cheat"' says that : 

"ScienceJ5.J!Jl!!!U~u1LiLll~J:;riJy and love of truth ..... 
Science is competitive and the researcher who makes false reports, 

will be exposed. The ~2.d.dsi f~<;ience. therefore , is honest, even 
if some sc ientists may not be innately pure. because they all know 
trans~rcssions cannot be di sgui sed .'' 

If science culture is to become part of who we are as a 
nation. science must not only reach but "touch" our people in 
various ways in terms of: 

awareness and knowledge about what science and 
scientists do ; 
an appreciation of the role of science in everyday 
life: 
an understanding of the connections between local 
knowledge and present-day science; 
a realization of the historical roots of our present 
and future; 
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actual experience of benefits from science products; 
a respect for the human values which science 
represents; and most of all 
a recognition that social science is science 

Economic policies, population, poverty, social inequality, 
migration, human development, livelihood systems, agrarian 
reform, governance, language, social change, opinion polls, etc. 
all have social science underpinnings without which we are radar
less in our journey as a nation . 

It is no secret that science and scientists are not highly 
valued in Philippine society. They have no political constituency 
and even carry precious little entertainment value. If we were to 
go by the content of eve1yday media (print and broadcast), science 
is but a tiny blip in our national consciousness even if some 
products of science permeate our daily lives. It has often been 
argued that science is not sa lient because scientists do not 
communicate well to non-scientists . They do better in 
internationally refereed journals which mean communicating to 
other scientists of their own kind. While this is a time-honored 
and time-tested way of subjecting one 's science to the scrutiny of 
peers, it leaves out the many publics who nowadays claim: "they 
have the right to know." 

The days of splendid independence of scientists to pursue 
their chosen field or subject of study are probably no longer as 
free and as independent today. The relationship between sc ience 
and society is changing. Society wants some "say" not only on 
what scientists should do or not do but also on what sc ience 
products society should use or not use. Agricultural biotechnology 
and stem cell research are two obvious examples of these 
phenomena. Not all that is science is regarded as a boon to 
humanity. The controversies surrounding genetically modified 
organisms even as they come in corn, rice, soy beans, etc. are 
considerable and questions about their safety for human 
consumption and environmental protection seem to be endless. 
But the politics and international trade issues behind them are 
not always up front. On the other hand, organtc products are 
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becoming more popular even if the science behind them may not 
be as robust: 

All of the above tell us that science and technology is 
not the exclusive domain of ministries of science and technology. 
Practically all aspects of human life such as: health , education. 
agriculture, governance, economics, international relations , 
finance, trade and industry, transportation and communication, 
labor and employment, social work, human development. 
environment and natural resources , etc . have or should have 
research functions to provide rigor and relevance to their actions, 
policies, and programs. Unlike in the distant past, when science 
was defined as the bio-physical sciences, at present the social 
sciences are as much science as the biophysical sciences . As a 
matter of fact, there is hardly any science issue which does not 
have human implications. 

The June 2005 issue of NATURE cites climates change 
and biodiversity loss as two global environmental problems for 
which human behavior is a significant driver. The a11icle entitled 
"In praise of soft science" also points out the relationship between 
biomedical research and public health. The United States. for 
example, " has constructed a we II-funded and carefully calibrated 
system to research and develop the best pharmaceuticals and 
medical equipment that modern science can provide . But what 
good is that if patients do not take their drugs correctly or 
pharmacists routinely misread a doctors ' handwriting." 

While the canons of science dictate how research 
proceeds, the subject matter of the research is determined by 
many other factors. Social science research has even ventured 
into studies of anned conflicts in the Philippines. corruption, etc. 
An excellent example of how even the issue of partisan politics 
and political dynasties is researchable is shown in Arsenio 
Bal isacan 's analysis of poverty and inequality which concludes 
that: 

"the local political dynasty variable 
is highly sign(ficant and has a negative sign, 
indicaring that rhe we(fare of the poor tend5 
robe lov.•er in provinces governed by political 
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dynasties than in provinces characteri=ed by 
competitive politics, other things being equal. 
This is consistent with the view that dynasty 
in local politics inhibifs economic 
performance-through its negative effects on 
economic efficiency- and restricts the access 
of the poor to basic services. The other 
political economy variable-political party 
affiliation of local chief executives - is 
likewise significant, suggesting that resources 
for employment generation and poverty 
reduction tend to flow more toward local 
governments run by administrators with direct 
ties to the country s ruling political party (or 
president)." 

Excellence in Science Communication 

Science communication is more than science 
reporting. It requires an audience perspective and a lot more 
besides. A budding science communication specialist, Ma. 
Inez Ponce de Leon has this to say: 

"A science communication specialist is someone who 
marries the excitement of con;imunication with the seriousness 
of science ...... I communicate science in an understandable, 
exciting way for the layperson, without changing the facts 
... .. Taking the challenge up a notch, it's also a task to come 
up with fresh new ways to make science still sound and feel 
new to people who have been working in science for a long 
time. The tricky part is making sure I get the information 
right." She has her job cut out for her because she writes 
and speaks about crop biotechnology, a field which attracts 
its share of controversies even as more and more people use 
or consume its products while other parts of the world 
continue to reject it. 

Science communication is more than translating 
science into Pilipino or into layman 's language for layman's 
language is not always the most appealing to a layman. 
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Neither does science communication mean transforming 
research findings into comics for, in general , science is not 
funny. 

Science communication is not about selling science 
products but about contributing to the development of a 
science culture, where the public can understand research 
results, examine the evidence and make informed decisions, 
where science does not belong only to scientists, where there 
is democratization of knowledge, and science facts become 
part of everyday discourse, and science as a way of thinking. 
For example, how does one explain random sampling to the 
public so they can appreciate the significance o_f opinion pol Is? 

Science communication means writing about: science 
as a human activity, science prodµcts , science issues, and 
science impact on sociery, environment, and human welfare. 
The emphasis on writing is premised on the reality that even 
broadcast and electronic media also depend largely on written 
materials for what they will say. There is no question, that 
broadcast (radio , TV, etc.) and electronic media have audio
visual and interactive features which print media cannot offer. 
The drawback of electronic media, at the moment, is the lack 
of access to them by the general public. However, policy 
makers, opinion leaders and other significant stakeholders 
are increasingly becoming active users of these media. 

What will make for excellence in science 
communication? Does a science communicator have to be a 
scientist? If the scientist also happens to be a good 
communicator, then, why not? However the field of science 
communication seems to have emerged because the ability 
to communicate effectively to the public is not one of 
scientists' great gifts. 

In our search for the ideal-type science 
communicator, what qualities should we look for? 

A passion for science and its human implications; 
Integrity, intellectual honesty and ability to 
distinguish between selling 
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science products and communicating about 
science; 
Ability to choose interesting angles to the science 
story; 
Quality of writing which makes science exciting 
without distorting the facts ; 
Persistence and focus on certain science issues; 
Willingness to search for relevant materials. to 
synthesize, and to distill them into communicable 
and connected stories; 
A historical perspective which follows through 
developments in certain science issues . 

To those who might think that the requirements for 
excellence in science communication appear to be as stringent 
as those for science itself, the answer is : ''Science loses its 
credibility to the public when science communication fails." 



The Practice of Science 
Reporting in Broadcast 

Angelo B. Palmones 
Program Host, "Bago Yan Ahl " - DZMM 
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I always think of science writing for both print and 
broadcast most challenging and rewarding. As science journalists, 
we are part of the many developments intended to improve the 
quality of life of our people. When there are breakthroughs or 
technology developed , more often than not, we are in attendance 
when these are presented for public exposure. Through our 
writings, we provide knowledge to the public, particularly the 
grassroots, which can guide them in their day-to-day living. 
Simple knowledge in S & T can help our farmers yield more and 
better harvests. Mothers will know how to keep their environment 
clean from deadly mosquitoes and thus save their children from 
dengue. Moreover, we inspire and motivate the public to engage 
in productive activities and thus provide a positive environment 
for economic development. 

Guidelines when doing a science story 

As conduit of information between the scientists and the 
public, science writers must at all times ensure the accuracy of 
facts contained in the news for print or broadcast. To this effect, 
let me share with you some guidelines for print and broadcast 
journalists when doing a science story 1

: 

Credibility o.f sources. Research findings published in a 
peer-reviewed journal ensure that published account of 
investigations are worthy of consideration by the wider 

1 Source: Social Issues and Research Center, UK 
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community. Science journalists should establish ifthe work being 
written has been assessed in this way. Also, they should consider 
the reputation of the institute or academic department in which 
an investigation has taken place. and the professional qualification 
and track record of the investigator. 

Procedures a11d methods. While the peer review aims to 
weed out reports of studies that are seriously flawed, unpublished 
work. conference papers or handouts from press briefings are 
not subject to such scrutiny. Science writers can ask questions, 
e.g. whether appropriate control samples were u~ed , whether 
sample size was sufficiently large to yield significant results, etc. 

Findings and conclusions. In science and health research, 
abrupt breakthroughs occur though rarely. Most often there are 
only minor developments from existing bodies of knowledge and 
theory. Studies that radically challenge existing assumptions 
should be handled with particular care by journalists . When 
findings differ from earlier studies, this should be stated within 
the first few I in es of a newspaper report or the air time equivalent 
in broadcast news. 

Tlte sign~ficance of findings. This could be subject to 
different interpretations. particularly when findings are 
preliminary or inconclusive. differ from findings of previous 
studies, and/or are based on small or unrepresentative samples. 
In most cases. the authors of published papers state such 
limitations and noting the need for further research before 
definitive conclusions can be drawn . Journalists should report 
fully these limitations. 

Communicming risks. Many journal papers report changes 
Ill relative risks associated with some variables. These are 
commonly expressed in percentage terms or odds ratios. 
Interpretation of these can be difficult. A 30% increase in the 
risk of contracting a specific disease, for example, may seem 
quite significant, but the implications for public health may be 
small. If, for example, the disease is quite rare, affecting say I in 
I 00,000 of the population, the increase in risk would be just 0.3 
i:1 100,000 i.e., the added risk would affect only 3 in million. In 
circumstances like these, journalists should be careful to cite the 



pre-existing risk and let their audiences or readers judge for 
themselves how significant the findings are . It was further 
suggested that, whenever possible, novel risk should be compared 
with risks that readers and audiences will be familiar with in 
their daily lives. For example, can the reported risk be compared 
with that of being struck by lightning, crossing the road or taking 
a bath? The aim is to provide a meaningful yardstick to help 
people make informed decisions about their own lives. 

Expert contacts. Journalists must establish contacts in the 
science and health communities who they can consult and who 
can offer advice on a range of issues. 

The broadcast media 

Based on the 2000 Media Factbook of the Philippine 
Information Agency, there are 599 radio stations and 322 
television networks nationwide. But how many of these stations 
provide a regular slot for science aRd technology news? Or carry 
a regular program on S&T? Jn Metro Manila with 50 radio 
stations, no more than 10 regularly broadcast S&T news. 
However, it is noted that news in agriculture are carried mostly 
by AM stations in their early morning broadcast. There are also 
few stations that produce block time programs devoted to science 
and technology, e.g. Bago Yan Ah! , Discovery Journey and Tali no 
Para sa Masa . 

For television, cable networks included, there are now 
more science related shows, Sine Iskwela, Math Tinik, Discovery 
Channel, National Geographic, etc. 

Given this scenario, broadcast science journalists (even 
print) contend with two basic concerns: first, how to get science 
and technolog:)' news line up regularly for broadcast; second, 
how to successfully bring down S&T to the general public, 
particularly the grassroots. 

lt is important that we are conscious of the characteristics 
of our delivery medium for appropriate style and substance of 
the science news, as well as its advantages. Of the three media, 
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television has the better advantage of being heard and seen. But 
it is also the most expensive in terms of cost. TV programs are 
produced by the network channels or independent producers. They 
sell airtime through commercial spots in 10, 15, 30 or 60 seconds. 
lf we want our science news or information to get on TY (most 
often for free), we coordinate with the program coordinator first. 
then producers. Make sure that the topic and information for 
broadcast is in line with the objective and nature of the program. 

On the other hand, radio is still the most convenient and 
fastest mean to deliver the news. particularly in the rural areas. 
But information retention is low compared to television and print. 
Radio listeners, especially mothers, are doing other chores while 
listening. Fwther, it has been said that radio listeners have only 
25% attention span to what is being broadcast. Here is why news 
copy for broadcast must be short and must contain only the 
important information. Also. radio and television use the 
conversational style of writing. 

The news lead is of utmost importance in broadcast. A 
good lead catches attention of the 1 isteners such that they stop, 
look, listen and wait for whatever follows. It provides for easy 
transmission of the message you want to get across to the listeners. 

Making interesting broadcast report 

The competition in getting aired is very stiff as so many 
companies forward their news stories for broadcast. But how do 
we make stories interesting enough to the listeners and viewers 
to be acceptable to the editors? 

Significance. Any news that affect the lives and welfare of 
the people, the economy and the country deserve airtime. 
Breakthroughs, health issues , notable achievements and 
contributions, weather forecast are newsworthy. 

Prominence. News on science activities attended by the 
President of the Republic of the Ph ii ippines or by other celebrities. 

Relevance. Timely results of studies make news e.g., Bt corn. 
coco methyl ester, alternative energy sources, energy conservation 
and energy saving inventions, etc. 
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Rare occurrences. Because of the very nature of the 
subject of the news, it gets attention, e.g. platinum find. 
astronomical and natural occurrences. 

Human interest. Success stories of S&T adaptors, 
national scientists, winners in S&T competitions either local 
or international, stories on the S&T scholars. 

The most common type of science news reporting is 
simply straight news. However, there are also other types of 
reporting which can be used by the science journalist. 
Commentary is used by broadcasters to provide more facts and 
information and tackle the why's and how 's of any particular 
issue to enlighten the I isteners. The documentary type on the other 
hand caters to the emotion and human interest stories with location 
interviews of personalities covered in the report. There is also 
investigative reporting which more often than not covers 
controversial issues. and not much of use to science reporting. 

The broadcast script 

The broadcast script is important to guide the director 
and newscaster of the program and to ensure smooth flow and 
error free broadcasting. For purposes of presentation, a standard 
script format is given below2

, but this can vary from one program 
to another depending on the preference and style of the news 
director. 

1. Quality and size of paper used - suggested common 
newsprint to minimize sound when turning the page, 
half size of 8" x 13 ", since broadcast news has an 
average of I 0 typewritten lines. However, ICT 
makes broadcasting paperless as news materials can 
be read from the monitor. 

2. The slug - this is a one-line bit of information typed 
on the upper left corner of the paper (or the monitor), 
containing one to two word title of the story, the 
date, time of broadcast and the name of the writer. 

2 Broadcast News in Cebuano. Jess Vestil, Cebu City 
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3. Type face and size - in previous years only two 
type sizes were used - pica (big) or elite (small) . 
However, with ICT more type sizes can be chosen. 
For news copy the expanded type is preferred than 
the condensed. 

4 . Timing - Computer is set such that the words in 
each line can be read in four seconds (the average 
speed) 

5. Don't break words at the end of a line as this can 
confuse the newscaster. 

6. Indent al 1 sentences such that each sentence composes 
a paragraph. Some readers can recognize a period 

7. Double space your typewritten copy for easy reading. 

8. Useofvoiceclips - itwillbegoodtolimitthevoice 
clip to at most 40-45 seconds . 

The S&T report in a news program 

It is common practice and observation that science news, 
as in print, find slot in the middle of the news program, unless it 
significantly affects people or it is a rare occurrence. But as a 
science advocate, I make success stories in science and technology 
the top news in my news program. It is cherish dream that S&T 
news will hit the prime new slots in many other radio stations 
and television networks in the country. 



Show the Work, 
Strike the Balance 

Inez Ponce de Leon 

Science Communication Specialist 
Global Knowledge Center on Crop Biotechnology. 
The International Service for the Acquisition of Agri
Biotech Applications (ISAAA) 

Before I begin, let me introduce you to my company. 
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The International Service for the Acquisition of Agri-Biotech 
Applications (ISAAA) is a non-government, non-profit 
organization that works on transferring agricultural 
biotechnology research from developed to developing 
countries. In order to facilitate that movement, we also need to 
educate local stakeholders on biotechnology and its 
surrounding issues. That's where the Global Knowledge Center 
comes m. 

I work as a science communication specialist, and 
what I mostly do is research and write articles for the general 
public. I distill science findings, make the science palatable for 
more people to understand it, and present it in an attractive 
way without cheapening science. It's a difficult task to do, but 
someone has to do it, and it's something that has to be done in 
this day and age. 

That's why this is all about showing how science 
works, and yet striking the balance. How can you present 
science in such a way that people appreciate it, but scientists 
don't ridicule your efforts? Howcan you juggle scientific 
jargon and layman's language? Can you translate the Central 
Dogma of Molecular Biology into an article that even a seven
year old can understand? 
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In a way, we communicators should consider ourselves 
lucky. After all, reporting scientific breakthroughs was not so 
easy in the past. Back in the Inquisition Era, scientists confined 
themselves largely to the laboratory. If they stepped out and started 
talking, they could earn the ire of the Inquisitors, and end up 
getting to1tured for say, announcing that the world is round , and 
that the eaith revolves around the sun . 

Today's science is all about information . In fact. science 
is all about communication, and that can be proven by listening 
to what today's professors tell their wards: publish or perish . In 
other words, your findings are worthless unless they ' re in print. 
preferably in a major journal. Science now requires peer reviews, 
or acceptance by the science community. 

As a result of this drive to be published, scientists are 
working even harder at getting more research results out. All this 
is part of a cycle of publish-work-pub! ish, which puts us science 
communicators in a rather stressful position . How can we 
communicate all these findings? 

To communicate science effectively, there are a few things 
you have to understand about it: 

• There are several specialties. but everyone seems to be 
the expert, whether or not they ' ve been trained as 
scientists 

• Some so-called experts are often not knowledgeable 
enough about the field ("A little knowledge is a dangerous 
thing! ") 

• Not everyone can understand science, but a lot of people 
pretend to 

• A lot of people only pretend to understand science, but 
they won 't admit it 

• The real scientists who understand science often don 't 
get the same limelight. 

These are actually barriers to better science communication, 
so keep them in mind when you are communicating science . 
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As mentioned, the real stars of science communication 
are the scientists and their research work. This means that the 
content of science communication is based on findings from the 
lab and from the field . These findings, as written by scientists. 
however. are usually tailored for consumption by donors and 
fellow scientists. The language is different: it is more technical. 
with constant interruption by numbers and statistics . To the 
layperson. this language is incomprehensible to the point of being 
boring. 

Journalism, in general , also involves field work and 
research , but its language is for th e general public . If you put 
both science and journalism together, you get science 
communication, or research reporting. Ideally, you should get a 
meal that both scientists and laypersons will enjoy, appreciate, 
and learn from. 

But isn 't science communication only about reaching out 
to laypersons? 

Contrary to popular belief, science communication is 
about reaching out to everyone. This means that you have to 
make science palatable without turning it into a circus that 
scientists will despise. So, essentially, science communication is 
about sharing the work while striking the balance. 

Science communication thus consists of this two-pronged 
approach . When sharing the work, journalists must remember 
to: 

• Choose resource persons who are trustworthy, reputable, 
and authorities on the topic. A common mi stake made 
by science writers is picking anyone in the immediate 
vicinity to comment on a subject; or picking anyone in 
science to comment on a subject that is not the resource 
person's specialty. (For instance, asking a molecular 
biologist to comment on the impact of a certain crop on 
human health, when a doctor should first be consulted). 

• Open their books! Read backgrounders before 
interviewing sources ; and read on background science, 
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so that you don ' t get mixed up in the jargon and get lost 
in the language. You can conununicate science effectively 
only when you know exactly what you are talking about. 

• Keep an open mind. 

• Know how scientific techniques and methods work. and 
why scientists use them. 

• Know why some experiments do11 't work, and appreciate 
that science isn ' t supposed to work I 00% of the time. 
This will keep you from getting disappointed. 

• Consult with as .11any scientists, and keep them as friends. 
Remember, they could be handy in the future . 

• Take note of the objective or aim of the research that 
you are reporting 

Striking the balance is a slightly more difficult task, 
because you have to cater to two groups with widely disparate 
tastes and comprehension . Laypersons will most likely go for 
exciting ground breaking news, but scientists would not want 
their research reduced to cheap, tabloid fodder. Scientists, on the 
other hand , want their findings repo11ed with greatest accuracy 
and precision , but laypersons would not want to read journal 
aiticles where most of the words used don't even exist in a regular 
dictionary. 

So what exactly should you aim for? The term "balanced 
news" is easier said than done, but essentially, it is: removing 
black propaganda without sugar coating facts; using scientific 
jargon \•,;ithout overusing it to the point of incomprehension; using 
layman 's words without com promising the integrity of your work; 
and providing information relevant to the researc~ at hand. How 
exactly th is is done wi II depend on what research you will be 
rep01ting. 

How else can you strike the balance? By knowing who 
your audience is. Regardless of age, sex, and profession, in 
general , people remember I 0% of what they read, 20% of what 
they hear, 30% of what they see, and 50% of what they see and 
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hear. This means that you, as a science writer, have a very visual 
audience: there is only so much you can write before people doze 
off, so you have to write balanced , brief news. 

The task sounds even more difficult no\·1, doesn't it? Not 
only do you have to tell the truth in an attractive way, you have 
less than 15 seconds to do it. which. by the way, is the deadline 
for you to catch a person 's attention before you lose them entirely. 

Science communication really is like making an attractive 
advertisement with as few embellishments, but as much truth as 
poss ible. Science communicators. however, still face negative
minded groups that see science as something that abuses (this 
includes those who rabidly <1dvocate a "return to Mother Nature"). 
This is yet another hurdle that communicators have to overcome 
in order to communicate sc ience effectively. 

There are various sources of research and research 
articles that science communicators can turn to online, and use 
to support their bvok research. They include the following: 

• Popular Science Websites - the most popular si tes, such 
as Science.Com, ex~lain science in a manner that caters 
to both sc ienti sts and laypersons . Not only is it a good 
source of research, it is also a good example of science 
communication. 

• Scientists- Some scientists keep biogs or websites where 
you can ask for thei :· expert opin ions. ask them questions, 
or simply get in touch with them 

• The l\..nowledge Networks -· Some sites, such as ISAAA. 
can b:·ing together newJ from different place~ in the world, 
or different fields of science, sav ing you the effort of 
having to ser.rch for them yourse lf. Some wi II even offer 
to add yot1 to their mai I ing list so you can receive e-mai I 
updates daily, weekly, or monthly. 

• Industry News Sites 

• Science Journals 

• The ISAAA KC 
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In summary, you as science communication specialists 
have to : Read more, Write more, Research more. and Attend 
more of these training workshops . You can only get better at 
your craft. 

A wise writer named C.S . Lewis once said that the 
mark of one 's learning is that person 's ability to communicate 
his or her knowledge effectively. If you are able to do this. then 
you can be assured that tomorrow's audience understands and 
appreciates science - and that the right people get the right 
recognition for their work in making this world a better place. 
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The National Academy of Science and Technology 
(NAST) is an advisory body to the President of the Republic 
of the Philippines and the Cabinet on policies concerning 
science and technology (S&T) in the country. It is an 
attached agency of the Department of Science and 
Technology (DOST). 

In a series of meetings held in 2004 and early 2005, 
the NAST members showed interest to coordinate and work 
with the mass media to promote and develop a strong and 
vibrant science culture, and enable more Filipinos to gain 
access to information on the latest developments in science 
and technology. This is in recognition of the mass media 's 
role in popularizing scientific information to benefit the 
reading, listening, and viewing publics. 

The NAST rpembers agreed to hold a Symposium 
to formulate the criteria for the Outstanding Science 
Communicator Award (OSCA) scheduled to be given in 
December 2005. 
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The OSCA is a joint project of the NAST, and its 
cooperators, the Asian Institute of Journalism and 
Communication, United Laboratories, Inc ., and the 
Philippine Science Journalists Association, lnc. 

The Symposium was held at the U.P. Diliman Hotel 
on Sept. 15, 2005. lt was attended by 9 NAST Academicians 
(members) , 7 paper presentors and discussants, 15 
participants, and other guest/ participants from cooperating 
agencies. 

Introductory Ceremonies 

Angelo Palmones, head of the Philippine Science 
Journalists Association, Inc. , served as the master of 
ceremonies. 

Academician Teodulo M. Topacio Jr., ad interim 
member of the NAST Executive Council, and chair of the 
Agricultural Sciences Division, led the invocation. He asked 
for a sharing of knowledge , patience and understanding of 
participants in identifying problems in imparting the learnings 
of science, and in resolving them for national development. 

NAST President Academician Perla D. Santos 
Ocampo, M.D., gave the welcome remarks and introduced 
the guest speakers. Dr. Santos Ocampo said that the NAST 
has been organizing roundtable discussions to share the 
learnings of S&T, as its commitment. This forum is 
particularly special since for the first time, NAST is co
sponsoring and co-organizing a search for outstanding 
science commrn1icators involving the science community in 
this quest. 

Media means many things , and the science 
community can never separate itself from the media and 
communication environment. Media has reaped the benefits 
of science. and shares the benefits of science to the people. 
Both share the commitment to give information to the 
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people. There is need to increase interaction between these 
two sectors. 

Media channels are increasing, with the Internet as 
the latest and most powerful innovation. Science needs more 
exposure, though, and scientists should share their learnings 
and discoveries . There is a communication gap where it 
concerns science. The \.veak status of science literacy in the 
Philippines must be addressed through better and more 
interaction between these two sectors of the science 
community and the media. 

The NAST wants to be of assistance in addressing 
this problem by ensuring free access to information between 
the media practitioners and scientists. One of the 
mechanisms identified is giving out awards to outstanding 
print and broadcast journalists who have promoted science 
and technology through their journalistic outputs. In the 
process, they have promoted a scientific culture. 

The NAST workshop is intended to gather insights 
on the coming awarding, and bring together these two 
sectors, media and science and technology, as its contribution 
to national development. 

Messages 

DOST Secretary Estrella F. Alabastro 

Academician Perla D. Santos Ocampo in introducing 
the speaker described Sec. Alabastro as the country's first 
woman Secretary of Science and Technology, and a science 
communicator in her own right. She has edited many 
scientific publications, and has been involved in many 
sci en ti fi c researches. 

DOST Sec. Alabastro acknowledged the need to 
make science more accessible to the people, saying 
"demystifying science, and making it understandable to non-
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scientists is a difficult task which the science community 
and our friends in the media have been engaged in, for 
sometime now." 

She stressed that information has become an 
important tool in development and a "powerful bargaining 
chip," in the age of globalization. She expressed support 
for "efforts to give due recognition to science 
communicators who have worked hard to make S&T 
information interesting to the general public. " She 
commended the science communicators "commitment to 
promoting a science culture by delivering significant S and 
T information that is understandable to and appreciated by 
the general populace.' ' 

She expressed the hope that "the partnership 
between the science community and the different media 
institutions in disseminating popular knowledge about 
science and technology will be fm1her strengthened." 

She commended the cooperation exerted by the 
partners in the Symposium, the Philippine Science Journalists 
Association, Asian Institute of Journalism and 
Communication, and the United Laboratories, lnc. 

Mr. Carlos Ejercito, President of United Laboratories 
(Unilab) 

(Speech read by Mr. Alberto A. Manlapit) 

Mr. Ejercito was away on a business meeting in 
Jakarta, Indonesia. and sent Mr. Alberto A. Manlapit, 
director of UNILAB 's Corporate Affairs Office to represent 
him and the company in the Symposium. 

In his prepared speech, Mr. Ejercito expressed 
awareness of the good things that NAST does: and its 
impressive membership who are all committed to "nurturing 
a science culture." This is shared by Unilab, he said, which 
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views science as the foundation ofits successful operations 
for the last six decades. Unilab depends on science as the 
starting point in researching, developing, manufacturing and 
marketing its more than 300 best value health care products 
and brands. 

Both NAST and Unilab share a fundamental belief 
regarding the vital importance of nurturing a science culture. 
and in fulfilling the compelling need to communicate the 
knowledge, learnings and benefits derived from science. He 
asserted that making science a "culture" is not only practical, 
but necessary and even patriotic. Science as a "way oflife" 
is an effective antidote to the familiar disease called "ningas 
cogon." 

Good science, however, will be likely limited to being 
an academic achievement unless it is actively communicated 
and disseminated to those who can benefit from it. 

N AS T's current focus on science communication is 
essential to translate science to tangible progress and 
practical application in everyday life. Good science not 
communicated is like a diamond in the rough, whose value 
is only potential, but not actual. Communicated well , good 
science can significantly contribute in uplifting and enhancing 
the quality oflife of mankind. 

Workshop 

Dr. Rogelio V. Cuyno, AIJC President, facilitated 
the conduct of the workshop. He said that there could be 
no instant communication of science, since science itself is 
the product oflifetime work. Hence, care should be exercised 
in reporting in and communicating science. This 
considera'cion is the basis for a careful selection of winners 
for the best science writer awards. Science writers have to 
hone their skill:c: by continuously searching for knowledge 
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using all available channels, including the Internet and 
undertaking self-paced learning. 

The participants were divided into two groups, on 
Print, arid one on Broadcast. Prof. Belen P. Dayauon, head 
of theAIJC Professional Development and External Affairs, 
presented the workshop guidelines. Each group chose its 
chair and rapporteur. Discussions concentrated on the 
following issues: obstacles scientist make that impede 
science reporting and what they can do to resolve them; 
obstacles journalists make that impede science reporting and 
what they can do to resolve them; and criteria for best science 
broadcaster/print journalist award. Discussions were 
presented in a plenary session. 

A. Group 1 (Print) 

Rodel Offemaria served as chair, and Jowi Carteciano served 
as rapporteur for Group 1. 

1. On obstacles made by scientists that affect science 
reporting, and suggestions for scientists to 
improve the reporting of their work or science 
in general: 

Group 1 participants said that reports submitted to 
private or mainstream media are too technical, largely 
because scientists do not want to use lay language. They 
also suggested that technology application in articles 
concentrate on commercial applications, specifically because 
of lack of media linkage of scientists. There is, however, 
ready access at the DOST (largely for its own internal 
writers), and they perceive no obstacles posed by scientists 
for writers. For instance, if they interview scientists or 
technical personnel, government writers (DOST) face no 
problem with respect to accessibility of scientists. However, 
they believe that private practitioners may experience a 
problem in gaining access to scientists. Scientists also 
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demand clearances or list of questions to be askecrprior to 
interview. 

Suggestions to resolve obstacles posed by scientists: 

To resolve whatever obstacles are posed by scientists, S 
and T writers/practitioners should translate technical 
language into popular formats , and have links/access with 
media to have good interaction. 

2. On obstacles that journalists make that affect science 
reporting, and how they can improve the way 
they report science material: 

Participants did not identify any specific obstacle, but they 
gave suggestions to resolve obstacles posed by media. 

Suggestions to resolve obstacles posed by media: 

DOST should help media by being accessible. The 
department should serve as a bridge to scientists. and help 
implement S& T writing trainings. esp. to local media. DOST 
can organize scientists' tour to media outfits to familiarize 
them with the media environment and culture. 

3. Suggested criteria for selecting best science print 
writer/broadcaster: 

The best science print writer should have: (a) a 
defined track record for a specific period of time (time
bound) ; (b) a good track record/body of work, that is 
primarily research-based, ( c) have national significance S&T 
policy-based articles. In addition, articles should have social 
relevance, linking S&T to society. Articles should have 
technical accuracy, be based on S&T innovation, and on 
R&D application/commercialization. 
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The selection of winners should be based on an 
annual theme. 

B. Group 2 (Broadcast) 

The workshop results of Group 2 (Broadcast) was presented 
by its Rapporteur Susan P. Layos, who is broadcast anchor 
for a radio program of DOST. 

1. On obstacles made by scientists that affect science 
reporting, and suggestions for scientists to 
improve the reporting of their work or science 
in general: 

Scientists are either media-shy, or they love to talk. 
However, they are aware that they are only experts in their 
respective field. They actually tend to be afraid of the media, 
especially when the practitioners bring with them instruments 
like cameras, tape recorders, and microphone. They lack 
communication skills. 

They also have very little time to face the media. 
While DOS T's internal media do not suffer access problems, 
the working press or media practitioners have to schedule 
inte.rviews ahead when dealing with scientists . Guide 
questions have to be prepared beforehand, a practice, which 
may be anathema to the practitioners. In broadcast 
situations, scientists have to be given a media briefing on 
how to face the cameras at least 15 minutes before.airing. 

Scientists are also afraid of delivering or sharing 
results of their researches or experiments prematurely. Partly 
for this reason, they have been accused of elitism and having 
an ivory tower mentality. 
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Some suggestions to help scientists overcome their 
media apprehensions and their perceived elitism include 
seminars for them on how to handle media, as well as 
personality development. They also need training on 
effective communication skills for scientists and science 
popularization. 

Scientists need face-to-face exposure to radio and 
television. Journalists should learn to talk to scientists using 
the language they are most familiar with. 

While scientists are afraid to share research results 
prematurely, they could be trained to give a brief background 
of the research, if not partly the results, and the technology 
used in the research. 

Criteria for the awards include Impact (referring to 
frequency of the broadcast, scope and coverage, ratings, 
viewership and audience, and response from the letters sent; 
Substance (referring to science and technology orientation, 
passion, and familiarity with the subject); and Consistency 
(regular guestings of various scientists and technologies). 

In terms of score percentage, the weights given to 
the suggested are: Impact (50%), substance (30%), and 
Consistency (20%). 

2. On obstacles that journalists make that affect science 
reporting, and how they can improve the way 
they report science material: 

Journalists should be familiar with the subject matter 
that they wish to interview a particular scientist about. Radio 
journalists should also know how to conduct radio 
interviews, and recognize that there is time pressure on radio. 
They should also be able to follow the paper trail that inheres 
in each research . 
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The participants suggested that journalists should 
be familiar with the subject. They should attend professional 
workshops and keep abreast with current news. They should 
keep on reading, listing and affirming science in their write
ups or broadcasts. 

3. Suggested criteria for selecting best science 
broadcaster: 

Group 2 participants suggested the following criteria 
and rating weight in choosing the Best Science Broadcaster: 

a) Impact - frequency of scope, coverage, rating, 
viewership/audience, letters (SQ%) 

b) Substance - Science and Technology-oriented, 
passion, familiarity with the subject (30%) 

c) Consistency - regular guestings on various S&T 
topics (20%) 

Synthesis and Comments on the Workshop 
Outputs, by Dr. Gelia T. Castillo, National 
Scientist 

Dr. Gelia Castillo commended the participants for 
their suggestions, and commented that this activity remedies 
the imbalanced focus of the DOST on the biophysical 
sciences, which she considers as one fundamental weakness 
of the S&T orientation of the agency. She suggested 
expanding the number and sectors of invitees in the 
succeeding meetings, which should also have social scientists 
among the invitees. 

She confessed that she is not completely eager in 
the granting of the Best Science Reporting Award since she 
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is wondering how will this award be different from the rest. 
However, she also noted that science communication is very 
much a product of the state of the sciences in the country, 
and lauded those, who like her, fought the traditional science 
career system. 

She surmised that the media practitioners among the 
participants have a hard time in reporting since the science 
community does not have enough impact studies to report 
on. Unfortunately, one science writer, Juan L. Mercado 
was not able to come to share his experiences - he habitually 
reads scientific documents, which he integrates in his science 
writing. Another science writer, Aida Sevilla Mendoza, was 
also not able to come to the Symposium-Workshop. 

Closing Remarks, by Dr. Florangel R. Braid, 
Co-chair of the Outstanding Science 
Communicator Award Committee 

Dr. Braid said that science communication plays a 
significant role in any society. It plays the role of a 
knowledge and information source and giver. This 
knowledge is needed for people to learn about the past so 
as not to repeat its mistakes, and for people to generate 
insights to move forward into the future . 

Information is in the realm of public domain and 
must be shared or given free to farmers and small people. 
Free access to information is one of the fundamental 
requirements of sustainable development, very much needed 
in developing alternative modes of governance. 

Low priority is unfortunately given to science and 
technology, which explains its marginalization as a social 
sector and its low level of competitiveness and the weak 
quality of the Filipino human force . 
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Media is a needed element to share the learnings of 
science. and generate new learnings and insights needed by 
science. It can also build a base of social supporters for the 
S&T sector. The media sector has to examine creative 
possibilities in science reporting to generate public interest 
in science and technology. 

As a case in point, Dr. Braid cited that the programs 
anchored by Angelo Palmones integrate information and 
entertainment, for instance. These give hope that not 
everything is lost in the realm of science and technology 
reporting. 
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5. Charie Villa, Program Manager, ABS-CBN 
6. Angelo B. Palmones, President, Philippine Science 

Journalists Association (PSciJoum) 
7. Zacarias (Zac) Sarian, Eidtor, Agriculture Magazine 
8. Perla D. Santos-Ocampo, MD, NAST President 
9. Gelia T. Castillo, PhD, National Scientist 
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1. Teodulo M. Topacio Jr., PhD 
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6. Luningning E . Samarita, NAST Executive Director 
7. Rowena V. Briones 
8. Charyl C. Apuyan 
9. Roberto L. A.rat 
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DOST Personnel 

l. Estrella F. Alabastro, PhD, DOST Secretary 
2. Adel Maglutac, Office of the DOST Secretary 
3. Jowi P. Carteciano. National Research Council of 

the Philippines 
4. Tina Cerbolles, Philippine Nuclear Research 

Institute (PNRI) 
5. Ruby Cristobal, Science Education Institute (SEI) 
6. Ma. Luisa A. Flores. Philippine Textile Research 

Institute (PTRI) 
7. Chato Genato, Industrial Technology and 

Development Institute (ITDI) 
8. Milflor Gonzalez. Food and Nutrition Research 

Institute (FNRI) 
9. Beth Ignacio, Science and Technology 

Information Institute (STII) 
10. Magda Manaig, Philippine Council for Health 

Research and Development (PCHRD) 
11 . Rode! Offemaria, STJI 
12. Beth Padilla, STII 
13. Marlyn Ramones, Metal Industry Research 

Development Council (MIR.DC) 
14. Buds Serrano, Food and Nutrition Research 

Institute (FNRI) 
15. Lyn Tabangcura. Philippine Council for Industry 

and Energy Research Development (PCIERD) 
16. Arlene Torres, DOST Office of the Secretary 
17. Tess Veloso, Metal Industry Research 

Development Council (MIRDC) 
18. Jun Suasba , STII 
19 . Gerry S. Palad, STII 
20 . Arlene Obmerga, Philippine Council for 

Agriculture, Forestry and Natural Resources 
Research and Development (PCARRD) 

21 . Elmer Abalos. DOST 
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Asian Institute of Journalism and Communication 

1. Nora 0. Gamolo 

Media 

1. Troy Barrios, Ateneo de Manila University Center 
for Journalism 

2. Ardie Mendoza, Net 25 
3. Dondy Cabusao, Net 25 
4. Evangeline Custodio. Greenfield Magazine 
5. Cherrylyn Cus, Ang Dyaryo Natin 
6. Hermie Abuan, DZRB 
7. Juliet Cruz, DZEC 
8. Susan Layos, Philippine Science Journalists 
9. Tess Ramires, DZRM 
10. Madel Sabater, Manila Bulletin 
11 . Ruben Taningco, Laguna Courier 
12. Vir Villaflor, Ang Dyaryo Natin 
13. Wally Villamayor, DWTZ 
14. JC Ruiz, Manila Bulletin 
15. Imee Dizon, DWAD 

Guests 

1. Carmen Aquino, Department of Environment and 
Natural Resources (DENR) 

2. Philharks E. Que, DENR 
3. Ma. Madeleine P. de la Pena, DENR 
4. Eden Beltran, Ramon Magsaysay Technological 

University, Iba, Zambales 
5. A. R. Lagman, University of the Philippines Los 

Banos 
6. Divine L. Reyes, Filipino Reporter Magazine I 

Peoples· Balita 
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Energy Research Development ( PCIERD) 
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Development Council (MIRDC) 
8. Arlene Obmerga, Philippine Council for Agriculture 

and Natural Resources Research and Development 
(PCARRD) 

9. Ruben Taningco, Laguna Courier 
1 O.Eden Beltran, Ramon Magsaysay Technological 

University. Iba, Zambales 
11. Evangeline Custoda. Greeefzeld Magazine 
12.Belen P. Dayauon, AIJC 
13.Nora 0. Gamolo, AIJC 
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Members: 
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I . Ma. Luisa A. Flores - Philippine Textile Research 
Institute (PTRI) 

2. Tina Cerbolles - Philippine Nuclear Research 
Institute (PNRI) 

3. Magda Manaig- Philippine Council for Health 
Research and Development (PCHRD) 

4. Chato Genato - Industrial Technology 
Development Institute (ITDI) 

5. Arlene Torres - Department of Science and 
Technology Central Officer (DOST-CO) 

6. Beth Ignacio - Science and Technology 
Information Institute (STII) 

7. Marlyn Rammes - Metal Industry Research and 
Development Council (MIRDC) 

8. Charyl C. Apuyan - NAST 
9. Beth Padilla - STII 
10. Rogelio V. Cuyno, PhD - AIJC 
11. Florangel R. Braid, PhD -AIJC 
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(a) Singing the National Anthem (front L-R): Fr. B.F. Nebres, 
Acd. P.D. Santos Ocampo and NS G.T. Castillo, (b) Acd. Perla 
D. Santos Ocampo, (c) National Scientist Gelia T. Castillo, 
(d) Secretary Estrella F. Alabastro, (e) Mr. Alberto A. Manlapit, 
(f) Fr. Bienvenido F. Nebres, S.J., (g) Mr. Angelo B. Palmones, 
(h) Media practitioners during the workshop, (i) Mr. Howie G. 
Severino, U) Ms. Charie Villa, (k) Dr. Florangel Rosario-Braid, 
(I) Dr. Queena N. Lee-Chua, and (m) Ms. Inez Ponce de Leon. 



ABOUT NAST 
The National Academy of Science and Technology (NAST) Philippines 

is the country's highest advisory body to the government and the science 
community on matters related to science and technology. It also has the mandate 
to recognize outstanding achievements in science and technology made by 
Filipino scientist in all fields of science. 

VISION, MISSION AND MANDATE 
The National Academy of Science and Technology Philippines, founded 

in 19761 continues to stand today with a firm resolve to faithfully pursue: 

Its VISION: A PROGRESSIVE PHILIPPINES ANCHORED 
ON SCIENCE 

Its MISSION: 
1. To recognize exemplary science and technology achievements among 

the young and among peers 
2. To encourage individual Academy members to continue their scholarly 

pursuits thereby making the Academy the principal reservoir of scientific 
and technological expertise in the nation 

3. To provide independent and science-based advice on problems facing 
the nation and the world 

4. To link with like-minded institutions and individuals in promoting 
scientific achievement in the Philippines and abroad 

5. To promote a strong science culture in Philtppine society 

Its MANDATE: 
I . To recognize outstanding achievements in science and technology as 

well as provide meaningful incentives to those engaged in scientific and 
technological researches (PD 1003-A). 

2. To advise the President and the Cabinet on matters related to science 
and technology (EO 818). 

3. To engage in projects and programs designed to recognize outstanding 
achievements in science and promote scientific productivity (EO 818). 

4. To embark on programs traditionally expected of an academy of science 
(EO 818). 

The National Academy of Science and Technology Philippines 
3rd Level Science Heritage Building 
Department of Science and Technology Complex, 
Bicutan, Taguig City 1631 , Philippines 
Email: nast@dost.gov.ph, secretariat@nast.ph 
Uri : http://www.nast.dost.gov.ph, www.nast.ph 
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